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 , Thanks to Lenmar for the original code, and many, many people who sent in patches, suggestions, comments and new ideas!This has been tested with the most current versions of Windows and the latest versions of the Linux, Mac and Solaris environments, as well as with 32bit and 64bit builds of each. v4.0.432l is based on the v3.0 code base. Check out the features page for more details.Also
included in this download is a patched version of r2x (Eeprom to x86 C Compiler) which has been compiled to use the new EX4 format. Feel free to use it to make your own EX4 files. If you like it, go and make a donation!Enjoy! 1.51.0:Added new tool "Interp()" to the "tools" menu. Use this tool to render the bytecode of an object's x86 native code into a windows binary file.2.0.2:Improved the r2x

recompiler. Any files added to the "scripts" directory are used as the default scripts.3.0.1:r2x recompiling using the new EX4 format, and an option to compile for 386 or for amd64 machines.3.0.3:Updated the patch for a two word instruction hack (thanks rasa). Also added a new r2x recompile option, called -o1 which will produce a file that is 1 word larger than the current EX4 file.3.0.4:r2x
recompiling now includes recursion depth counting, and a -d option to recurse until a full stack depth is reached (useful for monitoring certain recursive objects). Note: this can cause a lot of recompiling, so if you haven't put the "scripts" directory into the "compile_scripts" setting, don't panic!3.0.5:r2x recompiling now works on large EX4 files.3.0.6:r2x recompiling now works on any EX4 files that

use the original features.3.0.8:r2x recompiling now includes comments, and a -h option to show what features are turned on.3.0.9:r2x recompiling now includes an -a option which lists all of the features enabled in the binary file.3.0.10:r2x recompiling now includes a -v option to list all of the 82157476af
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